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serious contemporary blights on our
democracy is the maze of confusing and
conflicting voter registration requirements that operate in virtually every
state to deny the right to vote to millions
of American citizens.
The figures from the 19G8 presidential
election tell a dismal story of American
voter participation. Of the 120 million
potential voters in that election, only 61
percent-":'or 73 million-actuallY went to
the polls. Forty-seven million people
stayed home, in an election in which the
winner himself, President Nixon, received
only 31 million votes.
The turnout in the'United States was
lower than that in almost every other
major democratic nation of the Western World. In 1970, in Britain, 72 percent of the eligible voters went to the
polls, and it was called one of the lowest
turnouts in British history. In Ireland,
the voter turnout in the most recent election was 75 percent. It was 76 percent in
Canada, 80 percent in France, 87 percent
in West Germany, and 89 percent in
Sweden and Denmark.
Th~ heart of the problem today is our
outdated and inelIective system of voter
registration,thesystem by which we determine the eligibility of citizens to vote.
Designed for another era to meet a different problem, voter registration today
is a nonsystem that has become the largest single obstacle to the most fundamental right of all in a democratic society-the right to vote.
One of the brightest chapters in the
history of America is the progress we
have made toward our goal of universal
suffrage and full participation by every
citizen in the political life of our Nation.
The route we have traveled in the past
hundred years since the Civil W8,r is
marked with the major milestones of the
efforts we have mad.e to broaden our
democracy. Indeed, six of the last 12
amendments to the Constitution have
been concerned with extending the right
to vote:
The 15th amendment, adopted in 1870,
guaranteed the vote to citizens regardless of their race or color.
The 17th amendment, adopted in 1913,
provided for the direct popular election
of Senators.
The 19th amendment, adopted in 1920,
extended the franchise to women.
The 23d amendment, adopted in 1961,
extended the franchise to citizens of
the District of Columbia in presidential
elections.
The 24th amendment, adopted in 1964,
abolished the poll tax as a condition of
voting in Federal elections.
Most recently, the 26th amendment,
adopted last June, extended the fr:mchise to lS-year-olds in all elections.
Hand in hand with these great constitutional amendments have come a series
of landmark decisions by the Supreme
Court and historic laws by Congress, all
concerned with insuring the broadest
possible exercise of the right to vote.
'Within our recent memory, legislaticn
like the Civil Rights Acts of the fifties
and sixties and the Voting Rights Acts
of 1965 and. 1970, and the one-man,
one-vote decisions of the Supreme Court,
stand as eloquent tribUtes to the Nation's
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continuing commitment to extend and
secure the right to vote.
Now the time has come to take another
great step, by ending the arbitrary and
tmfair practices of voting registration
that operate in so many states to deny
the right to vote. The defects of the
present system are well known. They are
not confined to any particular State or
region of the country. They are as current as today's headlines.
With the exception of 3 days of precinct registration 30 days before an election, the only place that a person can
register to vote in the Nation's IUlg€St
city is at the downtown central office of
the board of elections. For thousands of
the city's residents, the expense and inconvenience of a trip downtown is an
overwhelming deterrent to voting.
The situation is the same in a large
Midwestern city. With the exception of
3 days of registration in local precincts
a month before an election, the only
place that anyone can register is at city
hall. Year round, with the exception of
these 3 days, there is one central place
for voter registration in the entire city.
For thousands of citizens, the path to the
polls is made unnecessarily difficult by
the requirement of central registration.
In another Midwestern city, shortly before a primary election last spring, approximately 2,500 black citizens were
purged from the voter lists. They were
not notified of the action until less than
a week before the primary, when they
were told that if they wished to be reinstated on the lists, they would have to
go in person to the county courthouse,
which is outside the city limits.
A much more extensive p~rge took
place in a large eastern city, in connection with a primary election last spring.
Before the primary somewhere between
80,000 and 90,000 citizens were purged
from the lists of eligible voters.
And, in a major southerI~ state, large
numbers of potentially eligible citizens
will be denied the vote in the coming fall
elections because of the State's requirement that voter registration books must
close 4 months before an election. The
burden of this early closing requirement
falls most heavily on young citizens newly enfranchised by the 26th amendment
to the Constitution, which lowered the
voting age to 18 in state and local elections. The amendment was ratified on
June 30. Less than 48 hours later-at 5
p.m. on July 2-registration closed,
thereby effectively depriving tens of
thousands of young residents of their
newly won right to vote. Yet. we know
their strong desire to vote. In the 2 short
days of registration, there was a rush to
join the voter rolls. According to press
reports, large numbers of eager 18- to
20-year-olds formed long lines outside
courthouses throughout the State, hoping to register on the 2 available days.
But many were turned away. still standing in line, at the close of business on
July 2.
These examples are only the tip of
the iceberg. Comparable problems and
obstacles can be found in every community throughout America. Wherever we
look, we find citizens disfranchised by
one or another of the multiple burdens
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imposed DY our archaic registration sYStem. :F'or some persons, it means loss of
income or time away from the job to
regi3ter. For others, it is the sheer difficulty, complexity, and inconvenience of
the registration process. For still others,
it is the problem of early registration
deadlines, frequent purges of the registration rolls, or the lack of any effective
absentee-registration procedure. At every
turn, requirements like these frustrate
the right to vote in almost every election. Thdr burden has become intolerable.
In an effort to end these unfair practices, I had hoped to add a provision to
the pending Election reform legislation
to establish it simple postcard system of
universal voter registration for Federal
elections. In recent weeks and months, a
number of other Senators-especially
Senator DANIEL INOUYE, Senator HUBERT
HUMPHREY, and Senator THOMAS EAGLETON, have proposed highly constructive
wlutions to the problem. In light of the
urgency of enactment of the pending
election reform legislation, and the developing interest in Congress in registration reform in its own right, I do not
plan to call up this amendment. Instead,
I intend to reintroduce the amendment
as a separate bill.
In light of the clear-cut power conferred on Congress by article I, section 4
of the Constitution, and the Supreme
Court's strong decision last December in
Oregon against Mit~heJl, thp. IS-year-old
voting case, there can be no doubt that
CongTcs3 has the power to act by statute
in this area. The call for reform is clear,
and the time has come for Congress to
respond.
I am hopeful, therefore, that hearings
and othel' action will take place promptly
on the bills that have been and will be
furnished, so that, before this session of
Congrsss adjourns, we may yet enact
comprehensive registration reform legislation, capable of ending, once and for
all, the clear injustices that now exist.
BEHAVIORAL SCIENTISTS URGE ESTABLISHMENT OF COUNCIL OF
SOCIAL ADVISERS
Mr. MONDALE. Mr. President, the
Spe::;ial Subcommittee on the Evaluation and Plalming of Social Programs,
which I have the honor to chair, recently held hearings on the Full Opportunity and National Goals and Priorities Act. S. 5. This bill, which I introduced initially in 1967. is cosponsored by
22 Senators from b:::th parties.
Although the social science community
has been relnctant to support this propo~al vigorously in the past, I am happy
to see that opinions are shifting. Last
October. the Brookings Institution conducted, 'at the request of the U.S. Office
of Education. a "Symposium 011 Applying Knowledse from the Behavioral
Sciences to So::ial Legislation Programs."
Distingnished pal'Ucipants included persons from the academic world, from the
executive branch, and from Congress. I
think: that Senators will be interested to
lrnow that this group recommended the
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creation of a Council of Social Advisers. however, the group felt that the legislation
structures should be created to provide
·The report of the sYmposium states, on and
the necessary information for the developpage 10, thatment and articulation of social goals, and
Many participants came to the symposium
strongly opposed to the creation of a COuncll of Social Advisers. . . . After reexam1n1ng
the issues, however, the group felt tha.t the
legislation and structures should be created.

Two additional statements supporting
enactment of this measure were made by
social scientists in testimony on the bill.
Prof. Raymond A. Bauer, of the Harvard
Graduate School of Business Administration, has long been known ~ an expert in this field. He is the edItor of a
book called Social Indicators, published
in 1966 by the MIT press. He also served
as the senior consultant to the National
Goals Research Staff established by
President Nixon in 1969 and summarily
abolished in 1970. His testimony makes
an excellent case for the urgency of moving ahead with social accounting and the
institutional arrangements necessary to
make this possible.
Dr. Nicholas J. Demerath III, executive officer of the American Sociological
Association--on leave from the University of Wisconsin-also presented impressive testimony on the need to bring
social scientists into the councils of government. He recounts some of the substantial progress that has been made in
the social sciences in recent years.
The Chairman of the National Urban
Coalition, Mr. Sol M. Linowitz, also testified in support of the bill. He made an
outstanding statement on the need for a
Congressional Office of Goals and Priorities Analysis, as well as for a Council of
Social Advisers.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that an excerpt from the report of
the Symposium conducted by the Brookings Institution and the testimony of
Professor Bauer, Dr. Demerath, and Mr.
Linowitz be printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the items
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
To encourage systematic data collection
and its use in decision making, the group endorsed a recommendation that has been
made before:
6. That efforts be made to increase the
flow of social data to operating agencies at
all levels of government; and that continuIng systems of social Indicators be devised,
collected, maintained and published regularly; and that a Council of Social Advisers
be created which would report ullnually to
the President and to the Congress.
The "continuing systems of !'oclal indicators" Involves the collection of "time series"
data from which longitUdinal inferences can
be drawn. While endorsing the work currently being done in the Office of Management and Budget, the group felt that this
proposal encourages a considerably expanded
effort. OMB Is attempting to compile data
already collected by government agencies.
These data. are not systematic and are mostly
"static." A creative effort-slmllar to that
performed by the economists some years
ago-Is required to devise and collect comprehensive data about the "soclal state of
the Union,"
Oddly enough, many participants came to
the symposium strongly opposed to the erea·tlon of a COuncil of Social AdVisers. Some
had even testified In Congressional hearings
against proposed legislation that would create such a body. After reexamining the issues,

for creating systematic programs for the
achievement of those goals.
Many participants felt that the COuncll
of Economic Advisers Ideally shoUld be expanded Into a Council of Economic and Social Advisers. Such a councll could provide
comprehensive advice and gUidance to the
President. In turn, a Joint Economic and
Social COmmittee of the Congress coUld review legislation comprehensively in light of
national needs. Current reality suggests, however, that it may prove easier to create a
new COuncli of Social Advisers than to
tamper with present institutional arrangements. In some later government reorganization the two counclls and their joint co,mmlttee counterparts in the COngress could
be meshed.
Great stress was laid upon the need to begin. It w11l be several years before a Council
of Social Advisers can provide the sophisticated guidance now provided by the COuncll
of Economic Advisers. But with a legislative requirement for a=ual reporting, it
was felt that this sophistication would come
more quickly.
TESTIMONY ON "THE FULL OPPORTUNITY AND
NATIONAL GoALS AND PRIORITIES ACT"

(By Raymond A. Bauer)
My name Is Raymond A. Bauer. I am Professor of Business Administration at the
Harvard Graduate School of Business AdminIstration. By professional training I am a social psychologist. There are two Items In my
background that are especially relevant to
my testimony on The Full Opportunity and
National Goals and Priorities Act. A few
years ago I assembled a group of scholars,
and with them produced a book called Social
Indicators Which called attention to the
weakness of our understanding of the noneconomic aspects of our society. The book
appears to have been one of the events which
stimulated interest In social reporting and
social Indicators featlU'ed In Title I of this
act. However,lf my memory serves me right, I
should say that the Idea had occurred independently to Senator Mondale even before
the book appeared. Secondly, I served for
a number of months as senior COnsUltant to
the National Goals Research Staff of the
White House. The National Goals Research
Staff had a mandate, during Its brief life,
with cel'tain resemblances to the proposed
COuncll of Social Advisors. In general, I
might say that its mandate coveJ:ed most
of the tasks, though certainly not all of the
status and powers, Which Title I would give
the COuncil.
Before I proceed with the substance of
what I have to say, let me express my appreciation for the efforts Senator Mondale has
made over recent years to address certain
vital concerns that we all share. On matters
as complex as the application of the behavioral and social sciences to national problems it Is inevitable that there wlllnot be
complete and precise agreement as to exactly what should be done. Nevertheless, the
entire Informed behavioral and social science
community has been appreciative of the
Senator's understanding of the relevance
and contribution of these disciplines-both
potential and actual.
I shall confine my remarks to Title I,
where my competence is most relevant. I
should, however, say In passing that the proposals of Title II appear to offer a valuable
contribution to Congressional decisionmaking as I understand It.
Title I declares that it is the policy and
responslbllity of the Federal Government to
promote such conditions as to offer "every
American the opportunity to live In decency
and dignity," and specifies a considerable

number of areas of llfe ~which this policy
shoUld be pursued. It requires the President
to report annually on progress in implementIng this policy. This report shall be called the
social report. To aid the President, a COunell
of SocIal Advisors shall be established in the
Executive Office of the President which will
aid him In preparing the social report, which
Will establish a series of social Indicators for
measuring social progress, and which will do
a variety of research and analysis to facllitate the policy established in Title 1.
The attractiveness of this proposal Is so
great that one may perhaps best proceed by
considering some of the reservations which
have been raised against It in the past.
One objection is that we shoUld not clutter up the Executive Office any further With
another unit reporting to the President. I am
very sympathetic to this desire to avoid further administrative complexity. However, we
already have a Council of Economic Advisors
and a Counc:ll on Environmental Quality, an
Office of Science and Technology, and so on.
Much of What Is important to the "decency
and dignity of Americans" does not fall in
the mandate of any of these existing agencies. It seems to me that the argument for
administrative simplicity does no1. carry sufficient weight to warrant our not giVing
equal attention to these central areas of
human concern.
A version of the preceding argument is
that the functions of a Council of Social Advisors should be Included in an expanded
version of the Council of Economic and Social Advisors. It is my understal}d1ng that a
previous CEA was resistant to this suggestion. I do not know the stand of the present
CEA. However, a strong argument could be
made, and I woUld subscribe to that argument, that the work of the Council of Social
Advisors would develop better If that group
were permitted to operate independently of
the more mature discipline of economlcsthough maintalnlng close liaison with the
CEA. It Is conceivable that a version of a
combined COuncl1 of Economic and SocIal
AdVisors could be presented of which I
woUld approve. However, we are not confronted with that option, and the noneconomic part of that which is "social" goes
relatively neglected.
Finally, the most important question that
has been raised is that of whether the relevant disciplines-presumably the behavioral
and social sciences other than economicsare prepared to undertake the job of a
Council of Social Advisors. The answer to
that question depends, of course, on what
one thinks the job Is, and What level of
contribution short of perfection he aspires
toward.
A clue to the thinking that lies behind
the question of whether we are competent
to undertake the task of a Councll of Social
Advisors can be fo:und in the recommendations of the highly prestigious Behavioral
and Social Sciences Survey Committee of the
National Academy of Sciences and the Social
Science Research Councll, the so-called
BASS COmmittee report. These recommendations, which cover a wide variety of topics,
were inserted by Senator Mondale In the
Congressional Record of January 25, 1971
immediately following his Introduction of
the Act.
'
The BASS Committee does not recommend
a Council of Soclal Advisors at this time.
Rather, they recommend the development of
an annual social report in the private sector
to run for some unspecified period of time
until it has proven itself. At this point, says
the report "a natural next step would be to
establish a council of social advisors to consider the policy implications of this report."
The model for this sequence obviously Is the
pioneering work of the National Bureau of
Economic Research which ·developed a system of national economic accounts prior to
the establishment of the Councll of Eco-
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nomic Advisors in 1946. The inevitable yardstick that is used for assessing our competence to undertake a Councll of Social Advisors is that of whether the other behavioral
and social sciences are as well developed as
was economics with the establishment of the
CEA. And, specifically, it is pointed out that
we do not have a model of the American
social system comparable to the model of
the economy on which economists could
reach at least reasonable agreement some
twenty-five years ago.
The answers are several.
We are far from having a model of the
social system as adequate as I understand
the economic model of 1946 was. There may
be a minor blessing in this in that the existence of such a model mIght evoke images of
Widespread social control which I am sure
is far from the intent of this Act. However,
such a model could indeed be useful-if
properly employed-when and if we are to
develop one on Which there is susbtantial
consensus.
It does not follow that the existence of a
single unified modei of anything is the sole
criterion by which to judge the level of development of such a wide range of disciplines
as the social and behavioral sciences. The
other social and behavioral sciences have a
work agenda considerably broader than that
of economics. And in their several areas of
concern each of these discipllnes has made
considerable progress in the way of substantive knOWledge, technique, and theory. The
proper way to put the question is whether
these developments are adequate to the tasks
proposed by this Act.
In his introductory remarks of January
25, 1971, Senator Mondale characterizes the
Council of Social Advisors as "a social monitoring, data gathering, and program evaluation agency." If this description reflects the
central core of competencies required, then
there is llttle reason to blush. We have long
experience in developing, collecting, and interperting social statistics and other social
data, and we have the technique to develop
stlll better ones. The gathering of social data
is an art that wlll ever improve, but it already has respectable status. And, program
evaluation, whlle difficult and tenuous is
being done and will improve. There is every
reason to belleve that program evaluation
carried out by discipllned professionals wlll
be better than the hip-shooting that is often
practiced. If I were to II!-ake an argument
against a Council of Social Advisors it would
not be based on our inablllty to do these
things. The methodology exists and is in use.
I would state that judged by the central
core of what the Council of Social Advisors
is being asked to do, as contrasted to what the
CEA was supposed to dO,-help run the economy-there is no clear reason to belleve that
the social disciplines are relatively less advanced than was economics at that time.
Everyone of the tasks assigned to the
Council (except one I will shortly mention)
Is something we are already doing with reasonable success. There Is every reason to extend our sights, and from a technical and
especially from a theoretical point of view
our competence wlll always be stretched. If,
however, the basis for deciding whether or
not to go ahead is if we can already do a
respectable job, then there is no technical
reason for halting. Some specific things will
be beyond our ablllty, and we should say so.
The exception I just referred to is under
section 103, c, 4, which instructs the Council "to develop priorities for programs . . ."
etc. At least a portion of this task may be
more the province of polley makers than of
social advisors. The wording of the Act may
be a trlfie ambiguous on this point, but I do
not see priority setting as a staff function.
I will return to this later.
If, so far, I have seemed uncritically optimistic I would now like to consider the d11fi-

eulties I see. They are formidable, and they
are all of a practical nature. I recite them
not to discourage so venturesome and promising an enterprise, but rather to generate
a realistic set of exceptiOns so that the enterprise will be pushed with appropriate resolution and not be judged a failure for falling to run when it can scarcely be expected
to have learned to crawl. The conclusion I
will draw is that if we are ever going to undertake this task we might as well get started.
We already have a little history of social
reporting to look back on. Almost forty years
ago, under the Hoover AdmInistration a
group of SCholars produced several volumes
entitled Recent Social Trends. This report is
still looked on with admiration. Those scholars had the time and resources and did an
excellent job given the information avallable at that time. More recently, under the
Johnson AdmInistration, a prototype social
report was produced under the title Towartl
a Social Report. 8till more recently, the now
defunct National Goals Research Staff produced a different kind of report, Toward
Balanced Growth. Neither of these last two
reports was greeted with resounding cheers.
Both suffered from pressures of time and
other resources.
Toward a Social Report is perhaps more
Instructive for our purposes. It is much
more llke the type of social report contemplated in this Act. It summarized trends in
major areas of American life, documenting
our successes and fallures in meeting goals
which are broadly shared. While It was modest In its scope, it certainly demonstrated
that which there was no reason to contest,
namely social reporting is possible.
To the discerning eye, Toward a Social Report documented the llmltations of our present measures of social change both by what
it said, and by what it did not say. It documented the wisdom of the present Act in
specifying that one of the major tasks of
the Councll of Social Advisors shOUld be to
develop a system of social indicators--a
topic to which I will shortly return.
Both of the recent reports teach me that
it would be wise, or perhaps only realistic, to
have modest expectations of the first few
social reports. This modest expectation
should in the first instance be a function of
the fact· that our data for tracking social
change are not going to be suddenly better
than those avallable to the drafters of Toward a Social Report. In the second instance,
the job of simultaneously assembling and
organizing a staff, launching some of the
other tasks assigned to the Councll and
preparing a substantial first report will be
insuperable. Finally, there wlll have to be
considerable thought and perhaps some experimentation devoted to the form of the
report. Social data that pertain to the dignity and decency of the llves of our citizens
do not change as rapidly as do economic data.
Whereas quarterly or even monthly variations in economIc data are interesting, or
even Vital, interesting changes in non-economic social data are likely to occur only
over a span of several years. There are a number of formats that mIght suggest themselves, but I call attention to this circumstance only because It is one of several reasons for expecting that early social reports
may not refiect the full potential of social
reporting as it might be done at a later date.
Having enjoined modesty of expectation
for early social reports, I would now !lke to
return to the topic of social indicators.
Since the passage of the FuIl Employment
Act of 1946 we have made remarkable,
though someWhat uneven, progress in the
running of the economy. More recently it has
been widely proclaimed from the President
on down that economic growth for its own
sake is not what we should value, and that
an Increase is GNP is not necessarily an increase in happiness. The phrase "quality
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of life" has become our newest, most popular,
and least defined cliche. There seems to be a
spreading consensus, both in the United
States and in many countries abroad, that we
should guide economic and social development more deliberately to serve man's values
and aspirations. If we think in terms of the
intent of the present Act, we should not be
content that members of minority groups
may be closing the income gap if this advance
in economic status Is not accompanied by an
increased sense of personal dignity and worth.
If we are to implement what I perceive as
a growing national consensus, we need, as
the Senator has well obseryed, to increase
"the quantity, quality, and visibll1ty of information." While we already have many social statistics, many of these are inappropriate for what they purport to measure, and
for many things we simply have no data.
While we would reduce hunger, we do not
know just who is hungry. While we would
reduce crime, our knowledge of even how
many crimes of what type are committed is
highly imperfect. While we would improve
the "qua!lty of life" we do not know what
our citizens value in their l1ves-except
for such obvious things as not being hungry or breathing safe air.
Both of the two recent Presidents have
encouraged not only social reporting but the
development of social indicators, of better
measures of social change.
In this AdmInistration, the Office of Statistical Polley In the OMB has been given the
task of reviewing statistical series to generate
a regular report of those dimensions of the
society that can measured from existing data.
A first version of these series will be available for criticism toward the end of this year.
However, as mentioned, it w1ll be limited to
data series already in us, and w1ll certainly
be marked by weaknesses and absences. Additionally, the National Science Foundation
now has, as I understand It. two separate
programs funding social indicators work.
Part of this funding wlll be for the development of new measures of social change, including in so far as we can properly understand it, measures of the quality of !lfe.
Other funding wlll go to the development of
better models of our social system so that we
may make a better choice of what to measure
and know better how to interpret what we
observe.
Here and there new interesting series of
Federal statistics are being inaugurated. It
Is reported that the Bureau of Census w1ll
conduct a regular sample survey to locate the
victims of crime for purposes of getting a
better assessment of various types of crime,
and of the consequences of the crime for the
victim. Pilot work here and in Britain with
such so-called "victimization" surveys indi·
cate that many classes of crime are markedly
(but unevenly) underreported. Furthermore,
the consequences of the crime to the victim
are a matter of as much importance as the
fact that a criminal has done something for
which he may be sentenced. While there are
technical limitations to such victimIzation
surveys, they promise us another useful way
of understanding the incidence and meaning
of this crucial type of social pathology.
However, there is insofar as I can discern,
no central guidance and stimulus to this effort. The proposed Councll of Social Advisors
would serve such a vital role. The development of such social indicators is crucial to
the function of social reporting. These new
social indicators in themselves give promIse
to change markedly the way In which we
"keep score." This can be perhaps more concretely lllustrated from the related, but somewhat different, revolution that is taking place
in the evaluation of social programs. We have
been accustomed to keep score on social programs by way of the inputs: number of dollars spent on medicine or education, doctorpatient ratio, teacher-student ratio, and the
like. These inputs do not tell us what has
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been done for the patient or for the student.
The present movement Is to develop measures
of output, of performance. What effect has a
medical or educational program had on the
health of the patient or the condition of the
student? This trend toward output measures
has two profound consequences. It promises
to Increase the efficiency with which we allocate and use our resources by Judging programs In terms of what they produce. It also
wlll sharpen our sense of the human conseq uences of our programs. An urban renewal
program wlll be judged not by the amount of
money spent, or by the number of houses
bUilt, but by Its effects on the lives of people.
These two related movements, the social
Indicators movement, and the new trend In
program evaluation promise to convert the
phrase "quality of life" from a popular cIlche
into an actual gUiding principle of American
society. Whlle the full realization of this
dream may never be realized, any step In this
direction will be salutary. Again, as with the
development of social reporting, we are dealing with a task with a long time horizon.
Therefore, the sooner we get on with it, the
better. There will be difficulties along the
road, and the Ideas wlll ebb and wane In
popularity. It wlll be perhaps vital to have
the assignment in the hands of an established statutory body for whom it is a main
responsiblIity.
It should be noted that I have not used the
terms "social accounts" or "social accountIng" which the Senator and others have
sometimes used. This is because these terms
connote in many minds the aspiration or
promise of a national social balance sheet
comparable to the system of economic accounts. We are far from such a goal, and it
may be unattainable In principle because we
cannot reduce the varieties of human experience to a single yardstick such as the economists' dollar. I suspect that the use of the
terms "social accounts" and "social accounting" has contributed to the tendency to jUdge
progress in the other behavioral and social
sciences according to criteria more applicable
to economics.
An improved series of social indicators wlll
not only permit the Councll to do an improved job of social reporting, it will improve
our general ability to evaluate social change
and the state of the society as weIl as providing better information for Congressional and
Executive decision making. While I have rejected the BASS Committee's notion that a
decision on a Councll of Social Advisors
should walt on a privately developed social
report, I do see merit In such a private report
or reports as a complement to the work of
the Council. Social reporting is saturated
with political implica<t1ons. And, social re.
porting from the Executive Office of the President, just as other reporting from that Office,
wlll have to be done In the context of the
programs and policies of the Administration
in ollice. The annual social report wllI be In
some sense a political document. This is not
to deny its usefulness, but to acknowledge
its inevitable llmitations. However, the basic
information on which the report w11l be
based wlll be public property. Hence, the
broader and the better informed the basis
of criticism, the better will the nation be
served.
I have spoken of two functions of the
Councll, social reporting and the development of social indicators. As long as Congress has legislated these functions and appropriated funds for the Council, and as long
as the President has appointed a reasonable
group of members of the Councll, these
functions are llkely to be carried out. There
may be variations from Administration to
Administration in the extent to which the
social report wlll be constrained by administration policy, and In the extent to which
Innovat.lve series of social Indicators are Introduced. However, It Is a good bet that these
tasks wl11 move forward. It would be a source
of political embarrassment for any Admlnis-

tratlon to interfere too blatantly with these
functions.
The other functions of the Council leave
me with a feellng of someWhat greater uncertalnty. They consist generaIly of supplying data, analysis, and presumably jUdgments to the President and the domestic
council. The intent of these functions is
conveyed by Senator Mondale In these words:
". . . it would provide the new domestic
council with much of the Information which
that body wll1 need to make Its polley and
program recommendations to the President."
I am amused by what I see as the reactions
of both parties to this transaction. My guess
is that the domestic council and other members of the official family woUld have the
spectre of being deluged With gratuitous
"advice" from a bunch of wild-cyed academicians. They miss the fact that there is ample
power for them to ignore the whole business. On the side of the academicians and
their non-academic representatives, there Is
the spectre of being asked the answers to
cosmic questions for which they have no answer, or the enticing prospect of pontificating
on issues on Which I would regard them as
only partially quallfied. They miss the fact-both pessimists and optimists-that they
may have trouble ever being llstened to.
The more reallstlc estimate Is that the "advisor" function wlIl be long and torturous In
developing. The pollcy personnel In the White
House wlll have control over the situation.
They will have the Vital power I have just
mentioned, the power to Ignore. This situation Is not peCUliar to the office of the President of the United States. It Is characteristic
of the introduction of such staff functions in
almost any organization. It Is partiCUlarly accentuated when the stalf function is Imposed
from without, as a Councll legislated by the
Congress Is apt to be perceived.
With a not too unreasonable amount of
bad luck, I can see the Councll sitting up
17th Street in FOB 7 never being asked to
contribute a thing. With good luck, I can see
them In the EOB as welcome members of
the official family, only to be moved back up
17th Street with the next Administration.
The point is that for the Councll to achieve
its full role it wlll take diplomacy, skill, opportunism, and luck. This Is particularly true
of the Councll's role In setting priorities
about which ;r raised a question earller. I
belleve that the Council can make a technical and judgmental Input Into the largely
political process of priority setting only after
close rapport and working relationships have
been worked out with other members of the
official family. AIl these things can take their
favorable toll only If the councll has a long
time horizon which will give It both patience
and confidence. Again I reach the same conclusion. If we are going to do this thing, It
is better to start It now, and with a reallstlc
sense of expectations.
I know that Senator Mondale is thoroughly
conversant with the history of the many
other agencies the Congress has added to the
Executive Office of the President, partiCUlarly
In situations where the Administration was
not InitiaIly enthusiastic about the addition.
Such agencies have had to find their place
and estab11sh their usefulness over time. It
would be well If the public, and particularly
the behavioral and social science community,
were aware of this.
In the meantime, with all of the conSiderations I have introduced, I am deeply committed to the Mondale-Javits Act, particularly If It Is adopted with a legislative record
that reflects the sort of time horizon and level
of expectation about which I have been
talking.

your committee
and foresight in
of
sciences
and social pollcy. I say this not only tor my
colleagues, but also as a personal note. When
I decided to take a perverse sabbatical from
my professorship in Madison .and assume my
present post for two years, I did so not out
of a masochistic yen for administration but
rather out of a deep commitment to narrowIng the gap between social science and social policy. Knowing of your simllar commitment helped me to make that decision
and has buoyed me since.
Actually this Is a long-overdue expression
of gratitude from a constituency Which may
have appeared ungrateful in the past. As
you are weH aware, the exciting prospects
of an Annual Social Report, a Councll of
Soclai Advisors. and a Congressional Office
of Goals and Priorities Analysis have met
with an uneven reception among the nation's
social scientists during the past several years.
For a variety of reasons including feelings
of scientific inadequacy and concern over
scholarly Identity, many have felt that such
developments may constitute too much too
soon and with potential set-backs over balancIng potential gains.
HapplIy, I can now report that this mood
of uncertainty has given way to greater confidence, indeed to a kind of restlessness to
get on with the task of fulftlllng our promIse to the nation. During the past year I have
discussed the matter with a great uumber
of leading social scientists who have altered
their views on the Issue only recently. I think
there are several reasons for this change, all
of which constitute recommendations for
moving ahead with the legislation without
further delay.
Certainly one major factor in the change
of mood is that social scientists are as sensitive as any other portion of the nation's informed and affected citizenry to the continuIng blight of social problems and the continUing frustration in coping With them.
There is no question but that the phrase
"FulI Opportunity" continues to be honored
as much in the breach as In the observance.
In some cases, the problems themselves have
proliferated and worsened; in all cases, awareness of our pathologies have deepened considerably. Nowhere Is this awareness more
conspicuous than on university campuses
where stUdents and faCUlty both have lost
a quallty of Innocence which may never be
recaptured. As social scientists Increasingly
confront the dlIemmas of the day In their
classrooms and In their private lives, many
have now come to feel that it Is Irresponsible
to spurn the opportunity to use their expertise in deallng with the problems more
directly.
In all of this, social scientists have given
increased attention to the government's own
actions concerning social policy. Of course,
even a decision to make no decision on a
problem Is worth noting. Moreover, whlIe social scientists have no lllusions of offering
panaceas, they are increasingly aware that
the tasks of codifying pertinent Information
and framing policy alternatives must be done
by someone.. and It Is now someone Who Is
even less equipped to understand the many
variables and complexities Involved. The time
has passed when we c.an ignore diffiCUlt chores
in order to spare ollr collective pride from
possible fallure. And because there Is so much
to be learned if we are to contribute effectively, there is Uttle excuse to delay the
learning further.
And yet to admit to the respousiblllty is
not to determine how It should be discharged. As you know, Mr. Chairman, In the
past two years there have been several reports on the status of the social sciences and
their' relation to the Federal government
TEsTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF THE FuLL OPPORwhich have concluded that we should make
'I'UNITY AND NATIONAL GOALS AND PRIORITIES
our first attempts at an Annual Social Re(By N. J. Demerath, III)
port and a Council of Social Advisors on a
private basis. The assumption was that priIt is a special priVilege for me to testify
before you today, Mr. Chairman, because it vate money would prOVide an opporttmlty to
Is an opportunity for me to thank you and experiment In developing our capacities and
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that we should wait until we are more seasoned before creating a new Federal structure and undertaking an annual report as
required by statute.
Here too there have been recent changes
of opinion. In talkIng with some of the key
authors of these reports, I have learned that
many are now persuaded that such a prIvate
venture is neither realistic nor efficient. It is
unrealistic partly because foundation support which seemed abundant at the end of
the 1960's is now in much shorter supply.
Moreover, whlle several foundations might
have reacted favorably to such projects two
years ago, all are now more cautious In light
of the Tax Reform Act and its constraints on
foundation support of any policy-oriented
activIty.
But even if prIvate support was more
avallable and less fettered, social scientists
are increasingly dissuaded from this approach
on other grounds. One can question the efficIency of any experimental venture which
offers inconclusIve results, and thIs could
very well apply here. If successful, one would
wonder whether the success could be maintained once the activity was placed within
the bureaucratic labyrInth of the Executive
branch with all of the con1licting demands
and expectations so common to the present
Councll of Economic Advisors. On the other
hand, if the experiment were unsucceSSful,
might this not be for the lack of data and
facl11ties which could only be avallable to
an agency of the Federal government or because of the fallure to attract the highquality personnel more easily recruited once
the activity is institutionalized as an Important aspect of the governmental process?
There are, however, other reasons for supporting your proposal as against a private
alternative, Mr. Chaiman. Social scientists,
like those they stUdy, are creatures of their
habitat--In thIs case, the Ivory tower. We
have grown accustomed to the remove of the
academic sIdelines while at the same time
we know all too little of the governmental
process we now purport to aid. It Is simply
not enough to analyze the nation and its
alternative courses at such a distance. The
time has come when social scientists must
be both allowed and encouraged to work
within the government rather than outside
of it. Personally I would favor an amendment to S. 5 prOViding for a temporary crash
program of junior and senior internships to
bring many social scientists into government
agencIes for, say, a one-year stInt of service
and learning. And yet I don't mean to be
greedy; surely the creation of a Councll of
Social Advisors would be the most important single indication to my colleagues that
the time is rIpe to cultivate their utility by
developIng policy-pertInent career options as
a complement to traditional academic employment. As you yourself have poInted out
in earlier hearings, Mr. Chairman, the government has not given SUfficient status to
social science to attract first-rate scholars.
Whlle there are social scientists in Washington, with the exception of the economists,
they tend to be either second-rate researchers or bureaucrats removed from their base
disciplines. Of course, many of the nation's
best social scIentists do appear on advisory
boards and review panels, but once agaIn
this role involves them as occasional outsiders rather than as staff. members using
their research skills to maximum advantage
from the inside. Whlle scholars can make
important contributions as consUltants,
these are rare and tend to be little rewarded,
seldom publicized, and generally unmonitored by their scientific peers. This suggests
yet another advantage of a Council of Social AdVisors, namely, exposIng the knowledge and analysis of the social scientists involved to full public and scientific scrutiny.
This, of course, is the way science has always
operated at its best. To have second-rate
scholars serving in a quasi-private fashion

is hardly conducive to either social science
or social pollcy.
But there is a final and most important
reason for the change In view of many social
scientists and for proceeding with the legislation as proposed. As I have already mentioned, many social scientists were convinced
several years ago that our diSCiplines were
not sufficiently developed to discharge the
responsiblllties entailed in a Council of Social Advisors and an Annual Social Report.
In my judgment, such modesty was appropriate at that time, but fortunately, the
social sciences have developed rapidly since.
Indeed, I think it fair to say that we are
well along With a methodological revolution
that Is producing greater rigor in handling
more complex phenomena. I shall curb my
natural tendency to pedantry here, but, in
the case of sociology, this has involved the
development of methodological techniques
largely borrowed from econometrics Which
have ushered in a shIft from static to dynamic and from descriptive to causal analysis. According to some, it is about time
that we should move from social phllosophy
to real social science. Certainly, we are now
in a far better position to analyze policy
alternatives in light of more competent
assessments of the reallty at issue.
Nor has this methodologIcal change occurred in a SUbstantive vacuum. Indeed, it
has partly emerged from our recent work on
social indicators, the particular field in
which it was felt that more experience was
required. With the support of both private
foundations and Federal agencies, the area
has burgeoned in both aspiratIons and, I
think, accomplishments. At the moment, for
example, the Office of Management and the
Budget has a major project underway, whlle
the National ScIence Foundation has two
funding programs with social indicators as
their central thrust. Much of the same could
be said concerning developments in the
methodology of social experimentation and
program evaluation.
The point in all of thIs is not that we are
on the verge of generating a scientific ellxlr
for the nation's ills or even that we are now
to be compared favorably With the economIsts. Instead, I mean to suggest only that
for the first time our best minds are at
work on the problems at issue in the bl11 and
we are prepared to take the next and most
important step in putting our knowledge on
the llne and learning how to develop it further whlle putting it to greater use. This we
can only learn by doing what the economists
themselves did in 1946; namely, beginning
with a sense of hum1l1ty than hubris and
beginning despIte knowledge of our llmitatlons. I think it is clear that the CouncIl
of Economic Advisors would never have been
launched had it awaited a full demonstration of the competence it has since developed. I think it is equaliy clear that a Councll of SocIal AdvIsors must begin now if it
has to have anythIng substantial to offer
In the future. Indeed, if lessons of the past
are any gUide to the future, our social policy
can hardly suffer from the effort.
To mention the Councll of Eccnomic Advisors raises an issue which has recurred in
past hearings concerning this legislation. As
you well know, Mr. Chairman, there are those
who feel that the social sciences would fare
best by restricting their first steps to participation in an augmented Councll of Economic
Advisors. Certainly there would be advantages
in such an arrangement, as pointed out for
example In Mr. Califano's testimony last year.
On balance, however, I agrce with you concerning the greater wisdom of a separate
Councll of Social AdVIsors. This may be an
organizational inconvenIence t{) the President and an already heavlly congested Executive Branch. But It would help to avoid
possible dominance by the economists whlle
allowing the social scientists to develop their
own role and style without the contrivances
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of a temporary partnership. As many have
pointed out, the two Councils would be quite
distinct In their mandates and their performances. In my judgment, it is appropriate
to recognize that difference from the start,
realizing that the start of the new Council
can hardly be as productive as the current
performance of the experienCed CEA.
In closing, Mr. Chairman, I think these
hearings have made it abundantly clear that
the gap between the social sciences and the
Federal government has narrowed considerably In the past few years, owing in no small
measure to the efforts of you and your committee. The day has apparently passed when
one of my colleagues could be informed during sImilar testimony that the Congressman
simply did not belleve in sampling techniques
and insisted on analyses of whole popUlations. I don't think he appreciated It when
my colleague then asked impiShly if, during
a blood test, he demanded that all of his
blood be removed. Now is clearly the time
to take advantage of our mutual understanding and shared commitments. The nation's
own lifeblood may be at Issue.
STATEMENr OF SOL M. LINOWITZ, CHAIRMAN
NATIONAL URBAN COALITION

Mr. Chairman, I welcome this opportunity to appear before your Committee. These
hearings on the Full Opportunity and National Goals and Priorities Act represent an
important part of the growing effort, both In
and out of government, to discover more
democratIc and rational procedures for making public choIces.
As this Committee is well aware, rational
government decisIon-making is impossible
without clearly stated national goaIs and
priorities to guide resources allocation. And
given the content of the legislation being
considered here today, it Is also clear you
recognize that mere repetition of the need
for new prioritIes is not enough. If rhetoric
alene were sufficient to implement national
goals and reorder priorIties, federal spending
patterns would have been altered radically
half a decade ago when the clamor began for
a major change in the way we allocate federal tax dollars.
As we all well know, the past fiv,e years have
seen the call to "reorder priorities" become
a kind of PaVlovian response to a recitation
of the nation's social and economic 111s.
yet, as we also know, despIte all the talk,
very little has happened.
Instead of producing reordered prIorities,
the avalanche of talk has produced more
talk.
Instead of becoming a guide to new publlc decision-making processes. the call for
new priorities has become a fashionable
cliche!
So the problem we face today is: How can
we rescue this critical effort to reorder prIorities and improve public choices from the
rhetorical deadend into which It has stumbled?
It was in search of answers to this question that the Nation~.l Urban Coalition, in
the Spring of 1970. initiated a project never
before attempted by a non-governmental
organization. We undertook to construct a
complete altenlative federal bUdget offerIng
careful estimates of the dimensions of national needs, the costs of alternative programs to respond to those needs, and the resources reqUired to ;lay for them for each
of the next five fiscal years.
Our principal purpose was to determIne
how resources would have to be reallocated,
both within the federal budget and between
the private and public sectors, to translate
our goals and priorIties into reallstlc and attaInable federal policies and programs.
The final product of this year-long effort
is the Counterbudget document before yOll,
prepared by the staff 0f the National Urban
Coalition after consultation with llterally
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country.
In the process of conceiving and producing
Counterbudget, we gained some insights into
the requirements for moving from the desire
for new goals and priorities to public action-insights that bear directly on the proposed Full opportunity and National Goals
and Priorities Act.
To begin With, if national goals are to
serve as policy guides, they must be defined
in terms of the public resources required to
achieve them-not in the abstract. Simply
cataloguing objectives such as the elimination of substandard housing, an end to
hunger, and equal educational opportunity
for all, without reference to the resources
involved, results in nothing more than a
"wish list"; a set of vague promises that
raises expectation and eventually frustrations without prOViding answers to the difficult choices forced upon us by virtually unlimited public demands competing for very
limited public resources.
Therefore, If future talk of new priorities
is to serve as more than balm for social conscience, it must be applied to our single
most important instrument for relating goals
to scarce resources: the federal budget.
As the Instrument through which public
resources are allocated, the federal budget
is the medium for setting national priorities-which is why the Coalition's blueprint
for changing America's priorities is cast in
the form of an alternative budget.
Next, we discovered that efficient allocation of public resources demands the application of a cost-benefit approach. By costbenefit approach, I mean looking at the Individual and social gains produced by alternative uses of federal resources.
Counterbudget sought to find a set of
budget outlays Which could move the United
States farthest toward the national goals we
had postUlated. Comparing the benefits to be
gained from spending scarce resources for a
variety of purposes, it undertakes to allocate
funds to those programs which promised the
largest marginal benefits per dollar invested.

That is, it is based on a comparison of the
benefits produced by different uses of each
additional tax dollar and seeks to invest that
dollar in the program With the biggest payoff.
For example, extra spending for both institutional support for higher education and
compensatory elementary and secondary
school programs would be desirable if public
resources were unlimited. However, in the
world of limited federal revenue in which the
bUdget eXists, choices must be made.
Based on a careful review of existing social
data and program evaluations in the field
of education, as well as after extensive consultation with scores of experts, the CounterbUdget staff concluded that dollars invested
in compensatory elementary and secondary
education would yield the higher return. And
this conclusion is refiected in our alternative
bUdget.
Stated as theory, the cost-benefit approach
is simple and stralghtforwarp. However, when
actually applied to the allo'cation of federal
resources, it can become quite confusing.
In particular, certain ways of analyzing
public problems persist that prevent a rational application of the cost-benefit concept.
First, there is the tendency to believe that
just because a problem is massive, It necessarily ought to receive a major share of
federal funds.
Programs-no matter how urgent the problems they seek to solve--often have a limited
capacity to absorb resources. In the quest to
discover a cancer cure, for example, the
number of qualified, avaUable scientists imposes an important constraint on the number of federal dollars that can be effectively
invested.
No one would dispute the fact that the
maintenance or an adequate system of na-
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tional defense should remain a high priority.
But this is not tantamount to stating, as one
frequently hears, that "you can't have too
much defense".
You clearly can have too much defense
when scarce resources-which might have
been used effectively in furthering health
care-are committed in order to gain a doubtfUl additional m1I1tary benefit.
Second., the use of the cost-benefit approach In public decision-making Will mean
that we stop contusing what goes into a program With what results from that program.
In this view of the world a doubling of education expenditures is assumed to result in a
school system that is tWice as good.
Costs become benefits.
Every program succeeds by definition if
it Is fully funded.
In short, good intentions backed with
enough money become the sole requisities
for successful government programs.
Are we eliminating the damaging disparity
in educational achievement between rich
and poor children in this country? If costs
are benefits, we must be. For we have been
spending more than $1 billion a year since
1965 on compensatory education through
Title I of the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act.
Unfortunately, a careful look at how much
Title I children are learning-as opposed to
how much money we are spending on themreveals that Title I Is having virtually no
measurable impact on the educational performance of the vast majority of the children It is serving. Accordingly, Counterbudget proposes a reconstituted Title I program
in which federal funds' are distributed and
their effectiveness is appraised on the basis
of actual student achievement.
Unless we deVise and evaluate programs
on the basis of their impact on people, the
cost-benefit comparisons upon which efficient
resource allocation depends w1ll remain impossible.
Third, effective Implementation of this w1ll
require an end to reliance on indiVidual, uncoordinated programs to contribute to the
solution of complex, interdependent social
problems.
Programs relate to a single part of a system.
Policy seeks to respond to the system in its
entirety.
By advancing individual programs in the
absence of any policy framework, we intervene in one part of a social system blind to
important interrelationships between that
part and the rest of the system. Oblivious
to these interrelationships, our intervention
more often than not results in unintended
and undesirable consequences.
The problem is not that these isolated programs don't work. They do work. It is just
that very often the unintended consequences
cancel the avowed ones.
One good example of this phenomenon is
the federal Interstate and Defense Highway
program. Initiated with the limited objective
of providing the nation With a better system
of road transport, the program has had a
profound impact on many metropolitan areas.
By fa1llng to perceive highways as an integral part of an urban system, this program
created and exacerbated a vast array of problems such as urban spraWl, shattered neighborhoods, and the shrinkage of center city
tax bases-problems not nominally related
to the objectives of the highway program and
therefore no one's responsibillty.
Furthermore, the failure to develop broad
policies to coordinate public attacks on social problems makes it impossible to determine where resources should be invested for
the largest return.
For example. one of Counterbudget's goals
was to ensure that every public school student enters the labor market With the capacity for self-support. At first glance this
would seem to suggest a massive concentration of resources in vocational educational

programs. However, a look at our education
and manpower training systems as a Whole
reveals that success in today's economy demands the capacity to learn new tasks easily;
and that most of an individual's capacity to
learn is developed during the first five years
of Ufe.
Thus, it rapidly becomes clear that the
largest gains towards making an individual
employable result from investments in early
childhood development--a conclusion which
the Chairman of this committee already has
drawn and is vigorously pursuing on a number of legislative fronts.
Finally-in addition to the importance of
defining priorities in budgetary terms and
the need to allocate resources with a costbenefit approach-oounterbudget taught us
that by spending federal tax dollars differently, we can produce a set of public policies
and programs more responsive to the nation's
needs than our current set; that the nation's
priorities can be significantly reordered
Within the context of the realities of the
federal bUdget and the American economy.
We discovered that, without a major increase in the share of the nation's income
devoted to public spending. and with only a
modest boost in the federal income-tax rate,
we could, by 1975:
Establish an income maintenance program
to raise all 24 million Americans currently
trapped in poverty above the official poverty
line;
End hunger With a food stamp program
covering all impoverished families;
Create a National Health Insurance System that would finance basic medical care
for every American;
Expand federal housing programs to attain
a level of construction capable of replacing
all substandard housing units in the U.S.
by the end of the decade;
Develop new reading, math and career
preparation programs in the elementary and
secondary schools to ensure that no American
enters the labor market Without the capacity
for self-support:
In summary, Mr. Chairman, our year-long
experience With Counterbud.get convinced us
that talk of new national goals and priorities
need not be empty or idle. Major changes in.
the way we allocate federal resources can
produce major changes in the nature and
character of our society and our relations
with the rest of the world.
However, the job of attempting to reallocate resources rationally requires an enormous amount of information and analysis.
In the preparation of Counterbudget, our
staff consulted with more than 500 experts
in and out of government. Seminars on particular problem areas such as health, education and equal opportunity were convened
to provide the most current data and experiences.
The average Senator or Representative
simply does not have the time or financial
resources to replicate this process. Nor, in
some instances, does Congress have the institutional capacity to ut1l1ze extensive data
and analysis if they were avaUable.
Enactment of S. 5, the Full Opportunity
and National Goals and Priorities Act, would
provide many of these resources and the
capacity to use them efficiently.
At present, the Congress is forced by its
fragmented committee system to pursue a
"let's-see-what-we-gave-them-Iast-year-andgive-them-a-lIttle-more-this-year" approach
to the budget; an. approach that precludes
major resource reallocations by the legislative branch. The Congressional Office of
Goals and Priorities created by S. 5 would
provide Senators and Representatives With
the means to analyze the budget as a whole
for the first time.
Congress also lacks the ab1l1ty to generate
alternative federal bUdgets of its own; a
condition which engenders Congressional dependence on the executive branch With re-
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spect to the major contours of the budget duced in both the House and the Senand, hence, the shape of our priorities. The ate-long before the Commission has deestablishment of an Office of Goals and
Priorities with the mandate and capacity to veloped the factual information that we
produce a variety of bUdgets from which to agreed was essential to informed legischoose would end this unhealthy depend- lation. By various means, both bills
would regulate the existing credit rate
ence.
Finally, Congress currently is compelled to structure--asking the Congress to emoperate without the socIal data required to bark upon a course of action that we
choose rationally between alternative re- specifically. and quite recently. rejected.
source uses, to evaluate program effectIveI am reliably informed that the Comness, and to formUlate comprehensive pUblic mission is well along on its study of conpolicy. The Councll of Sodal Advisors and
the annual SocIal Report of the President sumer credit and that it will meet its
authorized in Title I of the Act would help 1972 deadline. I am also told that research by the Commission up to now reto fill this Information vacuum.
In other words, if Con~ress is serious about inforces the need for added study. What
employing its constItutional power over the has been learned to date is just how
purse to reorder the nation's prIorities, it much we do not know about credit.
could begin at no better place than with the
For example, we don't know what a
passage of the Full OpportunIty and National law that limits the price of credit would
Goals and PrioritIes Act.
do to the supply of credit. Would such
WIth the enactment of the Full Employment Act In 1946, America acknowledged a law make credit more or less available
that Adam Smith's "invisIble hand" could to consumers of low and marginal innot be relied on In a society as complex as come?
We do not know whether a limit on the
ours to ensure the economIc welfare of Its
cItIzens.
price of credit represents a real saving
Passage of Goals and PrioritIes Act would for our constituents or whether that conconstItute an equally historic acknowledg- sumer would wind UP paying less for
ment. For the "invIsible hand" Implicit in credit and more for the merchandise
our fragmented and haphazard approach to
many social problems is no more effective purchased.
We do not know what happens to peothan Its economIc counterpart; and must
slmllarly be replaced With dIsciplined, in- ple whose applications are rejected. Do
formed planning if the sodal well-being of they give up their desire to buy? Or. havour citizens Is to be secured.
ing been rejected by legitimate credit

CONSUl\fER CREDIT
Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, consumer
credit continues to be pn area of deep
concern for all Americans viewing economic planning for the future.
Those of us with good memories will
recall that. in the final hours of debate on the "Truth in Lending" bill
Members of both the House and the
Senate came to realize how little is really
known about the intricate workings of
the consumer credit system in this country. Indeed, the Congress discovered at
that time that, never in our history, has
our Nation done the kind of basic research on consumer credit that is essential to wise and prudent legislation.
It was this paucity of reliable information that prompted the Congress to
agree on two principles at that time:
We agreed to limit "Truth in Lending"
to the matter of disclosure; and we
agreed to establish, on a bipartisan basis, the National Commission on Consumer Finance, whose duties-as defined
by the act-are to "study and appraise
the functioning and structure of the
consumer finance industry, as well as
consumer credit transactions generally,"
and to report to Congress on:
First. The adequacy of existing arrangements to provide consumer credit
at reasonable rates;
Second. The adequacy of existing supervisory and regulatory mechanisms to
protect the public from unfair practices,
and insure the informed use of consumer credit;
Third. The desirability of Federal
chartering of consumer finance companies. or other Federal regulatory
measures.
I remind the Senate of these facts only
because bills have already been intro-

grantors. do they seek relief by turning
to unscrupulous moneylenders who operate beyond the law?
Various of our states have now enacted
laws regulating the price of credit. What
has happened in these States? The laws
differ widely. How do the results compare? Again, we do not know.
In short, there is almost nothing about
credit that we do know for sure. We do
not even know if a law which limits the
price of credit would be a spur to our
competitive system or whether such a
law would make chaos of the existing
and viable competitive relationships
among retailers. banks, small loan companies, and other credit grantors.
My purpose in making this statement
is not to suggest that the Congress close
the books on credit legislation for all
time. It may well be that additional legislation will be required. It is my purpose,
however, to urge the Congress to act
from knowledge and not from ignorance.
Having established the National Commission on Consumer Finance, having
spent the taxpayers' dollars to make sure
we are acting in their interest, it seems
to me we have no choice but to restrain
our eagerness to legislate--at least until
the facts are in hand in July 1972.
I would also remind the Senate of the
dangers of whimsical tinkering with an
economic force as intricate ::IS credit. Our
Nation is only now recovering from the
economic downturn of 1970. Let us not
imperil that recovery by needlessly hasty
action.
CONCLUSION OF MORNING
BUSINESS
Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the period for
the transaction of routine morning business be closed.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tem-

pore. Without objection. the period for
the transaction of routine morning business is closed.
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSEENROLLED BILLS SIGNED
A message from the -House of Representatives, by Mr. Berry. one of its reading clerks, announced that the Speaker
had affixed his signature to the following enrolled bills:
H.R. 2594. An act to amend chapter 19 of
title 20 of the District of Columbia Code
to provide for distribution of a mInor's share
in a decedent's personal estate where the
share does not exceed the value of $1,000;
and
H.R. 2894. An act to In{)orporate the Pam.lyzed Veterans of America.

The enrolled bills were subsequently
signed by the Acting President pro tempore (Mr. GAMBRELL) .
FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN
ACT OF 1971
The Senate continued with the consideration of the bill (S. 382) to promote
fair practices in the conduct of election
campaigns for Federal political offices,
and for other purposes.
Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, a parliamentary inquiry.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro ~em
pore. The Senator will state it.
Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President. what is
the pending matter now?
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. The amendment of the Senator
from Maryland has been withdrawn.
The pending business is S. 382. The
pending question is on the Pastore substitute amendment. as amended.
AMENDMENTS NOS. 267 AND 280

Mr. MATHIAS. Mr. President, I call
my amendments Nos. 267 and 280, and
I ask unanimous consent that the
amendments be considered en bloc.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. Without objection, it is so ordered.
The amendments will be stated.
The amendments were read as follows:
AMENDMENT NO. 267

On page 3. line 16, strike "(e)" and insert: "(f) ".
On page 6, line 25, strike the closing quotation marks.
On page 6, after line 25, insert the follOWing:
"(e) One who willfully and knowingly violate the provisions of subsection (c) or (d)
of this section shall be punished by a flne
not to exceed $5,000 or imprisonment for
a period not to exceed five years, or both.
The provisions of sections 501 through 503
of this Act shall not apply to violations of
such subsection."
On page la, strike lines 1 through 3 and
insert in lieu thereof:
"(f) One who willfully and knOWingly violates the provisions of thIs section shall be
punished by a fine not to exceed $5,000 or
imprisonment of not more than five years,
or both."
AMENDMENT NO. 280

On page 20. strike lines 23 through 25
and insert In lieu thereof the following:
(i) "State" means each State of the United
States, the District of CoiumbIa, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and any territory
or possessIon of the United States.

